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Let A he a closed symmetric operator in a Hilbert space H. If A+

is a selfadjoint operator in a Hilbert space H+ such that HEH+

and AEA+, then we shall call A+ a dilation of A. In the particular

case that 77 = 77+, A+ is also called an extension of A. A dilation A+ is

called minimal if A+ is not reduced by 77+077 nor by any of its non-

trivial subspaces. For further information on selfadjoint extensions

and dilations of symmetric operators, we refer the reader to Achieser

and Glasmann [l].

Suppose that A has deficiency indices (1, 1). It is the purpose of

this article to show that if p.0 is a point of regular type for A, then

there is a neighborhood of po in which every minimal selfadjoint dila-

tion of A has spectral multiplicity not exceeding 1. More precisely,

there exists an interval (7, 5) containing p0 such that if A+ is a mini-

mal selfadjoint dilation of A with spectral function 7s+(X), then the

operator A+[E+id)—E+iy)] is unitarily equivalent to the multiplica-

tion operator in a space 7_2(p) for some nondecreasing function p de-

fined on the real line. This constitutes a generalization of Theorem 5.2

of McKelvey [4], which is in turn a generalization of Theorem 14 of

Coddington [2].

As a preliminary we prove two lemmas.

Lemma 1. A real point p.o is a point of regular type for a closed sym-

metric operator A if and only if there is a selfadjoint extension of A for

which uo is a regular point (i.e., a point in the resolvent set).

Proof. Suppose that A0 is a selfadjoint extension of A for which

Po is a regular point. Since iA0 — UoE)'1 exists and is bounded it fol-

lows that iA —ptoE)-1 exists and is bounded. Hence, uo is a point of

regular type for A.

Suppose, on the other hand, that p.o is a point of regular type for A.

By Hartman [3, §3, item (ii)], there exists a selfadjoint exten-

sion Ao such that p-o is not in the point spectrum of A0. Therefore,

iA0— poE)*1 exists. By McKelvey [4, Lemma 4.2], iA0 — U0E)-1 is

bounded and has domain 77. Hence, po is in the resolvent set of A0. The

lemma is proved.

Lemma 2. Suppose that A is a closed symmetric operator with defi-
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ciency indices (1, 1). Let g(X0) be an element of norm 1 in the deficiency

subspace of A corresponding to the nonreal number Xo. Let (7, 5) be a

finite real interval in the resolvent set of a selfadjoint extension A0 of A.

Suppose that g(k) = g(X0) + (X — Xo)Pv0(X)g(X0) and that po(p)

~ (E0(,u)g(\o), g(Xo)), where R0(k) is the resolvent and E0(fx) the spectral

function of A0. Let {yn} be a decreasing sequence of real numbers ap-

proaching — 00 , and let { 5n} be an increasing sequence of real numbers

approaching + 00 , where yi<y<8<Si. Let

hn = {1 - [Po(5n) - Po(T7,)]}-I{g(Ao) - [E0(Sn) - Eo(yn)]g(\o)} -

Then as n approaches  +°°,   (g(X), hn) approaches 1, uniformly for

7<X<5.

Proof. We note first of all that since Ao is unbounded, it follows

thatpo(5n) —po(yn)^l, so that our definition of hn is legitimate.

A straightforward calculation with use of the operational calculus

shows that if 7<X<5,

(g(X),«(Xo) - [Eo(Sn) - E0(yn)]g(Xo)) = 1 - [po(*») - po(7-)]

+ (X- Xo)  (""(p.- X)-1d(E0(u)g(\o), g(Xo))
J -co

y» co

+ (X - Xo)  I     (u - X)-1d(Z0(M)g(Xo), g(Xo)).
^ K

Hence, for each e>0 there exists an Af such that if «§: A^and 7<X<5,

I  (|(X), hn)  ~ 1 I    g   {1  -   [p0(S»)   - POM}}'1

■{e(Eo(yn)g(\o),g(Xo))+e[l - (E0(Sn)g(X0), g(X0))]|  =6.

This proves the lemma.

Theorem 1. Suppose that A is a closed symmetric operator with

deficiency indices (1, 1). Let Ao be a selfadjoint extension 0/ A. Suppose

that [71, 5i] is a real interval in the resolvent set 0/ A0. Then, every mini-

mal selfadjoint dilation 0/ A has spectral multiplicity no more than 1 in

[71, &il

Proof. Let A+ be any minimal selfadjoint dilation of A. Let R(X)

be the generalized resolvent and £(X) the spectral function of A

defined by A+. As is known, for all/, h in H and for any real numbers

a, 8, a<8,

([k{E(fi) + E(B + 0)} - ${£(«) + E(a + 0)} ]/, h)

(1) P"
= (2-n-i)-1  lim    |     ([R(a + ir) - R(a - ir)]/, h)da.

r->+0   J a
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(See Straus [5], for example.)

According to Krein (see Achieser and Glasmann [l, Appendix I,

§4]), for any nonreal X,

(2) RiX) = P„(X) - [9(A) + Qii\)]-K-, g(k))gi\).

Here P0(X) is the resolvent of A0; g(X)=g(X0) + (X — X0)P0(X)g(X0),

Where 7X0>0 and g(X0) is an element of norm 1 in the deficiency sub-

space of A corresponding to X0; (?i(X) =77X0+(X— X0)(g(X0), g(X)), and

Qi(K) has the properties that Qi(\) = [(?i(X)]- and that IQi(K) >0 for
7X>0; 6(\) is an analytic function in the upper and lower half planes

with the properties that 0(a) = [0(X) ]~ and that 70(X) ̂ 0 for 7X> 0. All

of these are proved in the section just cited from Achieser and Glas-

mann, except the facts that Qi(\)= [Qi(K)]~, that IQi(K)>0 for

7X>0, and that 0(X) = [0(X)]_. Here [ ]~ stands for complex con-

jugate.

One may check that Qii\)= [(?i(X)]~ as follows: Substituting the

expression for g(X) into 0/i(a), we obtain

ei(A)=i7Xo+(X-Xo)(g(Xo),g(Xo)) + (A-Xo)(A-Ao)(g(X0),Po(X)g(Xo))

= -i7Xo+(X-X0)(g(Xo), g(Xo)) + (X-Xo)(X-X0)(Po(X)g(X0), g(X„))

= -i/Xo+(X-X0)(g(X), g(X0)) = [Qi(K)]~.

One may prove that IQi(k) >0 for A>0 as follows:

g(X) = g(X0) + (A - Xo)Po(X)g(X0) = U» - X0£)(^o - AP)-1g(X0)

0* - X0)(m - X)-y£o(M)g(Xo),
-00

where Eoiu) is the spectral function of A0. Hence,

/OO

(M - Xo)(M - X)-^||/io(M)g(Xo)||2
-00

/00

[(Xo -u)+\u- X0|2(m - X)-1]i||£0(M)g(Xo)||2.
-oo

The last equation implies that if X = x+iy, then,

/00

| u - Xo |21 u - X |-2<Z||£o(iu)g(Xo)||2 > 0.

That 0(X) = [0(X) ]~ is proved by using the expression

0(X) = - ||g(A)||2||g(X)||2{([P(X) - Po(X)]g(X),g(X))}-1 - Qii\),

which follows from equation (2).
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If we substitute (2) into (1), we obtain

([!{£#) + E(B + 0)} - §{£(«) + E(a + 0)}}/, h)

= - (2TI)-1 lim { [B(c + ir) + Qi(o- + ir)]-»(/, g(<r - ir))

•(g(«r + ir), h) - [d(o- - ir) + Qi(o- - ir)]'1

•(/» g(<* + ir))(g(o- - ir), h)}dcr.

If we put *(» = (/, g(x))(g(X), fe) and $(X)= - [flM+CJitX)]-1 and
suppose that [a, 8] E [71, 61], we may use the properties of 0(X), <2i(X)

and g(X) to check that ^(X) and $(X) satisfy the hypotheses of Straus

[5, Lemma 5]. Hence,

([§{£(/?) + E(B + 0)} - h{E(a) + E(a + 0))]/, h)

(4) r0
= J    (f,g(°))(g(°),h)dp(o-)

where

(5) p(o) = - (1/tt)  lim     f   Z[0(r> + ir) + Qi(v + h^dn.
r-+0   J 0

It follows from (4) that

(6) ([E+(6) - £+(«)]/, h) =   f        (/, g(<r))(g(<r), A)«*p(«r),

where E+(n) is the spectral function of ^4+, and the integral is in the

sense of Lebesgue.

If A = [a,B), we define E+(A) by the equation E+(A) =E+(8) -E+(a).
LetA0= [71, 5i). As in McKelvey [3,Lemma3.l], theclosed linear hull

of Z(A0) = {E+(A)h: ACA0, heH} is E+(A0)H+.

We define the operator V on Z(A0) into L2p[yi, 81) as follows:

VE+(A)h=xia.p) (X)(A, g(X)), where A= [a, B)E[yu 81), and Xi-.»(X)
is the characteristic function of [a, /3). We then extend V linearly to

the linear hull of Z(A0). Using Lemma 2, it is not difficult to check

that if E+(A)h = E+(A')h', then VE+(A)h= VE+(A')h', and similarly
for elements in the linear hull of Z(A0). Further, from (6) it follows

that V is an isometry. Extending V continuously to E+(A0)H+, we

obtain an isometry from E+(A0)H+ into L2p[yi, Si).

Fis, in fact, onto Zp[7i, Si). For, suppose that k(\)EL2p[yi, 81) and

that£(X) is perpendicular to X[«,«(X)(^> g(X)) for every [a,8)E[yi, Si)

and   for  all   hEH.  Therefore,  }{a,fS)(K,  g(K))k(\)dp(X)=0  for  all
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[a, j3)C [cti, ft), where {hn} is the sequence of Lemma 2. Taking the

limit, it follows from Lemma 2 that f[a.^k(K)dp(K)=0 for all [a, j3)

E[yi, di). Hence, k(K) is perpendicular to all step functions in

-£>[yi> 5i). The density of the step functions implies that k(K)=0

almost everywhere. Whence, V is onto.

It is not difficult to check that V carries the spectral function of

.<4+£+(Ao) into the spectral function of the multiplication operator in

•^?[ti. 5i). It follows that the spectrum of ^4+£+(A0) has multiplicity

0 or 1, depending on whether p is constant or nonconstant in [71, 81).

This proves the theorem.

By using Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 we obtain the following:

Theorem 2. Suppose that A is a closed symmetric operator with

deficiency indices (1, 1). Let uo be a point of regular type for A. Then

there is a neighborhood of p.o in which every minimal selfadjoint dilation

of A has spectral multiplicity not exceeding 1.

Remark. One might ask whether there might always be a neighbor-

hood of a real point uo of regular type in which the spectral multi-

plicity of every minimal selfadjoint dilation is zero. This is not true,

because there exists a selfadjoint extension for which p0 is an eigen-

value. (See Achieser and Glasmann [l, §83].) Further, there will in

general be actual dilations (rather than extensions) for which the

spectral multiplicity is different from zero in every neighborhood of

po- This can be seen from the fact that there are many symmetric

operators with deficiency index (1, 1) for which every point in the

complex plane is of regular type. (For example, operators defined by

formally selfadjoint first order ordinary differential operators with

zero boundary conditions on a finite interval, operators defined by

certain Sturm-Liouville operators on a semi-axis, and operators

defined by certain Jacobi matrices.) Such a symmetric operator A

has an infinite number of selfadjoint dilations (actual dilations).

Since a selfadjoint operator cannot have spectral multiplicity zero

at every point, for each such selfadjoint dilation A+ of A there will

be at least one point po (which is of necessity a point of regular type for

A) in every neighborhood of which the spectral multiplicity of A+ is

greater than zero. Such points will not even in general be eigenvalues,

because in [2] and [4] it is shown that many of these dilations will

be unitarily equivalent to the multiplication operator in the Hilbert

space of Lebesgue square integrable functions on the real line.
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